. 3. Secondary changes. These changes are conditioned by the certain context arising after either the stem-end or the stemgrade change (e.g.
About 20 % of stems stay changeless, mostly take place the stem-end or stem-grade changes or both at the same time.
Formally the recognition of the stem change rules can be reduced to the classification task with string pairs as the objects to classify and possible rules of stem changes as the classes. System has to create class descriptions from the 'available' data: characters and their belongness to the sound classes. The important demand to the classification system is the linguistical correctness [Kuus95] . Because of that the technique of inductive supervised learning is the most suitable for the current task.
Inductive supervised learning (learning from examples) is one of the main techniques in machine learning. Given a set of examples and counterexamples of a class the learning system induces a general class description that covers all of the positive examples and none of the counterexamples.
Most of the learning algorithms assume the attribute-value pairs as input, with fixed number of attributes and known set of values lbr every attribute. In case of data, presented as strings, class is often defined by the substring varying in length. Determining is the main attribute (in our case, character corresponding to the changing sound) and its direct environs -context that consists of the complement attributes, in most cases the width of the determining context is unknown at first -the [earning system has to deal with undefined nmnber of the attributes.
The main specifying operation in case of string data is the adding an attributeextending the context. As the length of the strings can be very different and in most cases strings are relatively long, then the learning direction towards expanding the context is preferable. The other way, to consider all string as context at first and try to speeit) the class description by dropping the redundant attributes arc much more complex (complexity depends directly on string length).
'['he algorithm is designed to find class description for each of the seven tbrmal rules of stem changes: 1. deletion of the single character; 2. insertion of the single character; 3. replacement of the single character by the single character; 4. replacement of the two characters by the single character; 5. replacement of the single character by the two characters; 6. replacement of the two characters by the two characters;
7. replacement of the (final) suffixes. The six rules correspond to the stemgrade changes, the last one corresponds to the stem-end changes. The seven tbrmal rules of stem changes described above make up the set of classes. As at the same time only one of these can be recognised is suitable to join the single class descriptions into decision list covering the whole set of examples. Decision list is the sequence of the (/ then.., else... clauses arranged according to the generality level of the conditions, while the last condition (class description tbr the stem-end changes in current case) is the constant true. In other words il" between two stem wtriants no stem-grade changes is observed, the stemend change holds between them.
For each stem-grade changing rule the system has to create the description differentiating stem variant pairs placed under it from all others. Main attributes arc the character(s) corresponding to changing sound in the first string and the character(s) in the same position(s) in the second one. Theretbre the description is represented as a disjunction of the conjunctions:
Inductive learning system needs the domain expert who gives the possible classes and provides each class with examples objects belonging to this class. Usually the counterexamples objects which do not belong to the class are given too. In this work positive examples are the stem variant pairs subordinating to current stein changing rule. Counterexamples are positive examples of all remaining classes. The initial description hypothesis takes into account only the characters correponding to the changing sound. The description is specified by adding conditions -extending the context.
(',ontext can bc extended in two directions: left, to the beginning of the stem and right, towards the end of the stem. Preferred is the direction in case of which the cover extent of the discriminative conjunctions are higher. If tile cover extents are equal, the domain specifc heuristics is used according to which the left context (context enfolding the medial sounds) is more infomlative and the left extension is choosen.
The algorithm Notation: Procedure Select successor selects the best of two extended conjunctions.
Procedure Optimize generalises fnat class description to the terms of the sound classes.
Morphological and phonological phenomena arc usually described by rewriting rules. To adhere to this tradition ill current work the stem changing rules are represented in tile following way: R " a -÷/)/C/_ (' This says that tile string a is to be replaced by (rewritten as) the string b whenever it is preceded by C/(the left context) and }bllowcd by C;. (the right comext). If a is equal to the empty string, then rewriting operation is reduced to the insertion, the same tbr the string b means deletion. As it is mentioned the stem variants can be bounded by more than one stem change. For instance between stem variant pair sepp \smith\ -sepa hold two rules: stem-end change 0 --~ a / _# stem-grade change pp-+p / e a Therelbre the decision list compiled by STLearn should be used in cycle until all stem changes arc identified. From the viewpoint of the modelling of the natural language stem changes system the rule sets holding for stem variant pairs are more informative than single rules. Each established rule is immediately applied on the first string and the algorithm continues with intermediate word form (that may not exist in real language) until the frst string becomes equal to the second one.
Domain theory says that in Estonian can only one stem-end and/or stem-grade change appear between the pair of the stem variants. As the string pair is parsed from left to right the stem-grade change is observed betbre tile stem-end change. Ill the case of the rule set containing the both type of rules the contexts need some correction (because some secondary changes in medial sounds can take place only afl:er applying stem-end changes). To correct the contexts the rules are once more applied in right order (stem-end change at first) and the contexts are updated.
Generating the rule set: Let R-O be the initial rule set, a and h arc the stem variants and r is the current rule. l. Search the stem-grade or stem-end change;
